TAP ON BARCELONA
PAYMENT RULES AND CONDITIONS
* PAYMENT: Participants can pay by Paypal ( info@taponbarcelona.com ) or Bank
Transfer to:
BASILIO GONZALEZ ALVAREZ
(Enter your name and/or registration number when you'll order the payment):
Account Number (Triodos Bank): IBAN - ES04 1491 0001 2620 7103 9222
BIC: TRIOESMMXXX

* Paypal or Transfer costs must be paid by the participants, not by the organization.
* THERE IS A NON-REFUNDABLE-FEE of 75€ included in the price
* CHANGES: Changes of time, courses,... are alowed only the first day of the Meeting.
Later we won't accept any change.
* CANCELLATION: Students may cancel their registration before July, 10th (Except
75€ of Non-Refundable-Fee)
* EARLY BIRD DISCOUNTS: Early Bird discount, that ends on May 15th., will only
be appliable if you make the transfer before this date. We doesn't apply the discount if
you register before may 15th on the website, but don't make the transfer on time.

SUGGESTIONS
STUDENS REGISTERED IN 3 OR MORE COURSES HAVE SPECIAL CARES:
* You can go for free to Warm-Up and Stretching Class. (If you want to go, you also
have to put it in the form)
* Apply for one of the SCHOLARSHIPS that we grant every year (to apply is
NECESSARY fill the form in our website: ( http://www.taponbarcelona.com)
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST:
Every year we organize a photography contest. The selected photos (selected by
teachers of Tap On Barcelona) are exposed every year on the studio during the Meeting.
Final selection is by students votes. Want to participate? Send your photos in the
website's form.

DO YOU COME WITH A GROUP OR HAVE ANY INTERESTING
PERFORMANCE TO SHOW?
You can now participate in our "COMPANIES SHOWCASE". We will select from all
the participants, the most interesting tap pieces to perform in a theater in Barcelona.
Send us your proposal as soon as possible.

PRIVACY POLICY
Tap On Barcelona is organized by Basilio Gonzalez Alvarez, with VAT Num.
52757554Q, domiciled in Palma de Mallorca. For any questions or modification of the
data can be forwarded to info@taponbarcelona.com mail.
During the celebration of Tap On Barcelona event, we'll make several recordings for
video, photo, etc.. with the sole purpose of promoting and spreading activities of the
event. By accepting these conditions, authorizing the organization to register the image
of the dancers that could be captured in the course of the event. And authorize the
organizers, persons designated by them, or in the media attending the event, which
extends this authorization, to capture images that could be used for informational
purposes and dissemination in as usual, in Spain, with no time limit, authorizing, among
others, to reproduce, display in public, photographies, television, video, print and the
Internet.
Photographs and audiovisual materials will be stored in the Basilio Gonzalez's
documentary file , in a file of their responsibility, and shall not be processed or used for
purposes other than those authorized by this document.
Should you change your mind in the future, the applicant or his representative may
revoke this authorization by contacting Basilio Gonzalez by phone 871511203 or email
info@taponbarcelona.com where you can also exert at any time your rights access,
rectification, deletion and opposition.

